LaGuardia Community College presents an

African Heritage Celebration

“From The Continent To The World”

Featuring:
• His Excellency Aminu Bashir Wali, Ambassador & Permanent Representative of Nigeria to the United Nations
• Screening of “Moolade” film
• Queens Borough President Helen Marshall’s proclamation
• Educator Michael Hooper on “Roots Revisited”
• A Vendors Market
• Shona Stone Sculpture display
• African Dimensions Dance & Drum Collective
• Councilperson Charles Barron on including Africa in Higher Education
• Dr. Lily Golden on People of the African Diaspora in Russia & Asia
• A Presentation from The LaGuardia Archives
• Glucose, cholesterol, hearing & vision testing
• An Ancestral Grove

Tuesday, March 29th screening of MOOLADE film and then a discussion at 1:00pm in Little Theater
Wednesday, March 30th lectures at 10:30 & 11:45 *** African Forum at 2:00pm in Main Stage Theater


Co-Chairpersons: Jeffery Kazembe Batts & Luis Merchant
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